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From: Kristen Stogniew, Esq., CFE
To: Bank Shareholders
Subject: Today"s PPP Update
Date: Tuesday, April 7, 2020 5:34:21 PM


For those who aren’t on Saltmarsh Bank Talk:
1. SBA opened up a gateway for non-7(a) active lenders to send in applications (at the time of that opening, most of our client


banks had not had passwords issued to be able to enter applications on e-TRAN)
2. SBA had calls this afternoon and, compiled from 3 sources (not me personally)
3. Authorization & Funding: Once your institution keys an application and then receives an authorization form from the SBA


that includes an SBA loan number for the respective loan and borrower, the loan may then be funded
4. Timeframe: Loans which receive SBA authorization and an SBA loan number MUST be funded within five business days of


receiving the authorization from SBA.
5. Documentation: After receiving the SBA authorization and SBA loan number, no additional documents are required to be


uploaded to the SBA for the funding of the loan. Only the required information to document your loan file is needed to
complete the process. You should obtain all documentation on file as you ordinarily do.


6. Note form: For all 7(a) loans, whether processed under non-delegated or delegated authority, Lenders have the option of
using their own Note and guaranty agreements or the SBA versions (SBA Forms 147, 148 and 148L). 


7. -If the Lender uses its own Note form, the Lender must ensure that the Note is legally enforceable and assignable, has a
stated maturity and is not payable on demand. 


8. Another source says: -Any “enforceable by law” promissory note presently used in your institution will suffice for use as a
promissory note for the Paycheck Protection Program. It is not necessary to include additional language in such a note other
than a reference to the Paycheck Protection Program, along with the matching interest rate and loan terms as reflected in
the authorization. In lieu of using an existing promissory note, banks may also choose to use SBA Form 147.


9. In addition, the Note must include the following language: “When SBA is the holder, this Note will be interpreted and
enforced under Federal law, including SBA regulations. Lender or SBA may use state or local procedures for filing papers,
recording documents, giving notice, foreclosing liens, and other purposes. By using such procedures, SBA does not waive any
Federal immunity from state or local control, penalty, tax, or liability. As to this Note, Borrower may not claim or assert
against SBA any local or state law to deny any obligation, defeat any claim of SBA, or preempt Federal law.”


10. Director applications: There continues to be conflicting information between the various federal and regulatory agencies on
whether or not banks can issue PPP loans to their own respective directors.
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